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Hospital volunteers on the Welcome Desk at last year’s Chelsea and Westminster Open Day

Open Day—Saturday 7 May

Come and join us!

O

the hospital to local people including
Foundation Trust members.

More than 1,500 people flocked to last
year’s Open Day and 97% of visitors rated
the event as ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’.

The theme of this year’s Open Day is
‘Your hospital, your health, your say’
which reflects the fact that Chelsea and
Westminster belongs to all who use its
services, live locally or work at the hospital.

ur annual Open Day will this year be
held at Chelsea and Westminster
Hospital between 11am and 3pm on
Saturday 7 May.

Visitors to this year’s Open Day will be
able to enjoy a wide range of attractions
including exclusive behind-the-scenes
tours of hospital departments, health
advice and information, live music and
much, much more.

Trust staff have been invited to take part in
the Open Day, together with charities whose
activities directly benefit the patients and
staff of Chelsea and Westminster Hospital
and our partner organisations in the NHS,
social care and education.

This year there will be a real focus on
health and wellbeing and visitors will be
able to have a range of health checks and
speak to experts for advice about staying
healthy.

The Open Day is made possible by our
Foundation Trust Council of Governors—
including elected representatives of
patients, members of the public and
hospital staff—which is funding the event
as sole sponsor. The Trust would like to
thank the Governors for their support.

There will also be plenty of activities for
children inluding the ever-popular Teddy
Bear Hospital—staff are encouraged to
bring their children and families along.
The main aim of our annual Open Day
is to place the Trust at the heart of our
community by opening the doors of

See www.chelwest.nhs.uk for
regular updates to find out more
about Open Day events as and
when they are confirmed—we hope
you can join us on Saturday 7 May.
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Launch of
advertising
in Trust News

R

egular readers of Trust News will
notice that the magazine now includes
advertising—this is the first time the Trust
has allowed businesses to buy space in
the publication.

The importance of
healthy eating is
always a major fe
ature of the Open
Day

Matt Akid, Head of Communications, said:
“The Trust is always looking for new ways
to build links in the community that we
serve and we hope that local businesses
will take this opportunity to advertise in
our magazine.
“These are challenging times for the NHS
financially but we remain committed to
providing high quality information which is
why we are taking this innovative approach
to offsetting our printing costs.”
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• If you would like to adver tise in
Trust News please contact Renae
McBride on 020 3315 6829 or email
renae.mcbride@chelwest.nhs.uk
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Quick bites

Heather’s view

One of the biggest changes we are facing
is an environment of increased competition
between healthcare providers.

Singing workshops for pregnant
women gain rave reviews

An innovative new programme of singing
workshops for pregnant women—Womb
Song—being run by Hospital Arts (part of
Chelsea and Westminster Health Charity)
is attracting wide interest.

Skin to skin contact boosts
breastfeeding rate

New statistics show that 94% of the 5,500
women who have their baby at Chelsea and
Westminster every year have skin to skin
contact with their baby soon after birth—
the highest rate of any NHS maternity unit
in London.
Skin to skin contact is recognised to be
a good start to breastfeeding and this
is demonstrated by the fact that 95% of
women who have their baby at Chelsea and
Westminster Hospital start breastfeeding
after giving birth—compared with a national
average of just 76%.

NHS Direct online

You may be familiar with NHS Direct’s
telephone service 0845 4647 which
is available 24/7 for life’s little health
emergencies or when you just need that
extra reassurance.
But you can also get the same health
advice on the web using online health
and symptom checkers available at
www.nhsdirect.nhs.uk.

The online health and symptom checkers
are linked to the telephone service so that,
at the click of a button, you can speak to
a nurse advisor if a further assessment
is needed.

Local MP backs Appeal

Fulham and Chelsea MP Greg Hands is
supporting the Children’s Sunshine Appeal
at Chelsea and Westminster which aims
to raise £5 million towards our brand new
paediatric centre for children and young
people.
He says: “I urge everyone who lives locally
to support this excellent cause. The new
specialist unit will house world-class
facilities and cutting edge technology.”

To find out how you can donate please visit
www.childrenssunshineappeal.org.

Staff Wellbeing Day

Web
watch

Like many organis ations, we are
increasingly on the lookout for ways to
market ourselves and the Open Day on
7 May is one of the best opportunities for
our services to promote their work and
demonstrate their commitment to excellent
care.

Feedback from women who have attended
Womb Song since its launch in February
has been overwhelmingly positive—100%
of women who attended the first session
said that they would recommend Womb
Song to other mothers-to-be.
The workshop s have also gained
positive media coverage—most recently
in the Evening Standard. For more
information contact Hospital Arts on
020 3315 6600 or visit their website at
www.chelwestcharity.org.uk.

by Heather Lawrence, Chief Executive

I

am delighted to be introducing this
particular edition of Trust News, as it is
being distributed to all Foundation Trust
members.

One of the key themes for this year’s Open
Day is health and wellbeing and we will also
be opening our new outpatient area on the
Lower Ground Floor. It’s an exciting time for
Chelsea and Westminster and I do hope
you can join us and find out more about
your hospital.
The Open Day is also an excellent
opportunity for you to let us know how
we’re doing.

M

ore than 50,000 people now visit the
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital
website www.chelwest.nhs.uk every
month which means it is a major source
of information for patients, visitors and
people interested in working for the Trust.
A major new development is the
introduction of four new videos to give
visitors to the website an insight into life
at Chelsea and Westminster:

We are proud that so many of our patients
and people who live in our local community
have chosen to become members. In doing
so, they shown that they take an active
interest in their hospital.

Our staff are always interested in hearing
feedback from patients and it’s a key way
of finding out where we need to make
changes to improve our services and what
issues are concerning you the most.

I would like to thank you for your ongoing
support and hope you enjoy reading about
what’s been happening recently at Chelsea
and Westminster Hospital.

We already know that one of the key areas
of interest is how we support our older and
frailer patients and ensure they are treated
with dignity and respect.

• Maternity Services
A two-minute film featuring a number
of women who have had their baby at
Chelsea and Westminster

We have reached the end of another
financial year—one that presented us
with significant operational, financial and
strategic challenges.
It’s been a good year and we have
managed not only a tough financial
environment but also huge changes to the
healthcare system on a scale that haven’t
been seen for many years.

In this edition of Trust News we outline
some of the ways we are doing this—
including the excellent work which has
been done to support our older patients
nutritionally and the launch of a new
service for patients with dementia.

• Sexual Health Services
A two-minute film about sexual health
testing and other services that are
available at the John Hunter Clinic for
Sexual Health, 56 Dean Street and the
West London Centre for Sexual Health

On a final note, I would like to thank
every member of staff for your ongoing
commitment and hard work.

• Foundation Trust Membership
Interviews with members and Governors
advocating the benefits of becoming a
member of Chelsea and Westminster

We are continuing to adapt to these
changes and ensure that we use them
as an opportunity to make improvements
to the way we work and the care that we
provide our patients.

I appreciate that the past year has not
been easy but I am proud that everyone
has continued to work together to
overcome challenges while continuing to
deliver high quality care.

We would like to thank the Council of
Governors for providing funding to make
the production of the videos possible. You
can watch the new videos by visiting our
website at www.chelwest.nhs.uk

What do patients say about
Chelsea and Westminster?
E

ach month Trust News includes a
round-up of all the feedback received
from patients, both positive and negative,
to help make staff aware of what patients
are saying about us.
The Trust has received several positive
comments from patients who were cared
for in our A&E Department. They praised
staff and the treatment they received.
Unfortunately, there were also concerns
raised by patients who had received a
letter from the hospital without the proper
postage, meaning they had to collect the
letter from their post office and pay the
outstanding amount.

More than 100 hospital staff underwent a
Mini Body MOT at the Trust’s Wellbeing Day
on 2 March. The MOT included a weight
and height check and staff received a
summary of their measurements including
visceral fat (fat that is carried around
your organs). A further 96 staff also had
cholesterol tests carried out.

The Trust has reimbursed these patients
for the cost of the postage and is working
to resolve the issue by having the franking
machine checked for faults and asking
postroom staff to be vigilant when
checking outgoing mail.

The event was organised and run by staff
working in Dietetics, Occupational Health
and Human Resources. Thank you to the
Chelsea and Westminster Health Charity
for kindly supporting this event.

The M-PALS team receives hundreds of
letters from patients commenting on
their care and every edition of Trust News
features one of those letters to help share
this feedback.

If you would like to share your experience
of the hospital, whether it was positive or
negative, please fill in a comment card or
write a letter and hand it in at the M-PALS
office which is located on the Ground Floor
of the hospital.

I was discharg
ed from David Eva
ns
Ward yesterday
af ter having a to
tal hip
replacement. I
wanted to write
and tell you
how well I had
been treated and
to thank
your staff for
all they did for
me.

All the nursing
and other staff
were
highly professio
nal and clearly we
ll trained.
What made a big
difference was
that they
appeared really to
care for their pa
tients’
wellbeing. Nothing
was too much
trouble
for them, they
were really chee
rful and
smiling and they
always took the
trouble to
explain what th
ey were doing.

Without except
ion they were ex
cellent, but
I particularly rem
ember Caroline
Evans, Ma y
from Scotland,
Christina from
Dublin, Jani
from Kerala, Is
abelo from the
Philippines,
Regina from Gh
ana and David th
e physio.
–SF

• Welcome to Chelsea and Westminster
A five-minute film, introduced by Chief
Executive Heather Lawrence, which
gives an overview of our services

Hand
hygiene
watch
T

he Trust increased its hand hygiene
compliance to 90% during February,
according to audits conducted by Infection
Control Link Professionals.
Congratulations to the following areas that
achieved 100% compliance:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phlebotomy
Endoscopy
Preoperative Assessment
Recovery, Main Theatres
Therapies
Burns
Fracture Clinic
Outpatients 1, 2 and 4
56 Dean Street
West London Centre for Sexual Health
Assisted Conception Unit
Kensington Wing
Maternity Theatres
Simpson Unit
Paediatric Dentistry

Visitors to the hospital should use the hand
gel which is widely available throughout
the hospital.
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Meet the team… M-PALS

Sian Nelson (Membership and Engagement Manager), Ewelina Malig
(M-PALS Officer) and Ola Fraczkiewicz (M-PALS Officer)

T

he Membership and Patient Advice
and Liaison Service (M-PALS), located
on the Ground Floor near the escalators,
is in many ways the face of Chelsea and
Westminster Hospital.

The M-PALS team is frequently the first
point of contact for patients wanting to find
out more information about the hospital,
raise a concern, or provide some positive
feedback.
They are accessible to patients, their
carers, friends and families, but also act
as a valuable resource for staff.
According to Sian Nelson, Membership and
Engagement Manager, the office receives
between 50–70 queries and resolves
around 20–30 complaints every week.
Sian says: “Queries can var y from
information about benefits, to simply
asking for directions and we do our best
to help everyone who approaches us for
help or assistance. If we aren’t able to
answer the query ourselves then we work
hard to find someone who can.

60

second
interview

“A large part of our role is helping to resolve
concerns that are raised by patients, or
their families or carers.

Sian said the main issues raised by
patients were regarding appointments,
treatment, admissions and problems with
communication between themselves and
staff.

“Once a concern is raised, an M-PALS
Officer will immediately contact the
appropriate staff and help to resolve
the issue and work towards a positive
outcome.

She said: “Our aim is to improve the patient
experience by giving feedback to the Trust—
both compliments and concerns—and
tracking the key themes that are raised
by patients.

“We do our best to make sure that any
concerns are dealt with rapidly and a
response is usually received within 10
working days.

“Each quarter the M-PALS staff summarise
all activity and send reports to each
Division to help staff understand the
patient experience in their clinical area.

“The M-PALS Officers can act quickly to
assess the key needs of the patient or
carer and act responsibly to ensure there
is a safe, fair and positive outcome.

“We track all feedback, so staff should
remember to send any positive feedback
to M-PALS which they may have received
directly, for example a thank you card or
letter.

“They also build relationships with staff
throughout the Trust so we can work
collaboratively and with good team spirit.
“Sometimes staff are unaware of the
problems a patient or carer is experiencing,
so we help to communicate this. We are
an impartial service and also aim to guide
and support staff when problems arise.”

“It is satisfying to be able to help patients
or their carers with their concerns, and we
often receive good feedback about the
service from patients.”

How to contact the
M-PALS Team
• Opening hours
9am–5pm (Monday–Friday)
• Telephone
020 3315 6727
• Email
m-pals@chelwest.nhs.uk
Out of hours, there is an answer phone
service and any messages left will be
responded to during the next working day

Who’s who in the
M-PALS Team
• Sian Nelson
Membership and Engagement Manager
• Ola Fraczkiewicz
M-PALS Officer
• Ewelina Malig
M-PALS Officer

Hannah Mendoza, PA to the GM of Operations
If you could have chosen a different career
what would you have done? I balance being
a PA with studying a postgraduate degree in
International Studies and Diplomacy at SOAS
(School of Oriental and African Studies). My
undergraduate degree was in Arabic and
Spanish. I’m still at a loss to what career path
I will eventually take. I imagine it will involve
humanitarian work—I think the campaign for
access to essential medicines is a road I’ll
end up pursuing.
What do you most enjoy about your work? I
have a long-standing connection with and love
of Chelsea and Westminster. My mother is one
of the A&E consultants here (cat’s out of the bag
now) and I used to work summers as a medical
secretary in the John Hunter Clinic.
When you tell someone you’re a hospital
PA they immediately imagine you’re terribly
removed from the action, but you’re not. You’re
surrounded by the people who keep the hospital

afloat and you see how hard they work. I’m
blessed with my boss and the thing I love most
about my job is the incredibly warm, quirky and
unique individuals with whom I work.
What did you want to grow up to be when
you were a child? I was a very precocious
child who wanted to be an actress with a
degree in astrophysics and Aristotle. Then,
when I realised I wasn’t capable of everything,
I toyed with the idea of medicine. Then I
realised that while I loved biology, chemistry
and physics were anathema to me.
What mottos do you live by? Firstly, don’t
panic—as somebody mapping their life out on
a series of eventualities that may or may not
occur, not panicking is very important. There are
only so many hours in the day, which means the
worst will never last. Secondly, do as you would
be done by. In my opinion, empathy is the most
underrated human capacity that exists.
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Me and my shadow Spotlight on the
O

ur Council of Governors includes
elected representatives of
patients, members of the public
and hospital staff as well as
nominated representatives of key
local stakeholder organisations such
as our four local Primary Care Trusts.

Clinical Site Managers—
the unsung heroes
calm, efficient and wholly in control of
what seemed to be a three-ring circus.
She explained patiently that the hospital
needed an Operations Room, manned
by a CSM, in order to ensure the smooth
running of the place.

The Council works with the Board of
Directors as a ‘critical friend’, helping
to shape our future and ensuring
that the voices of those who use
our services as patients, live in the
local community and work for the
Trust are heard.
A number of Governors have spent
time in the hospital shadowing staff
to help them gain an insight into life
at Chelsea and Westminster which
will prove useful in their role.
In this month’s Trust News you
can discover what three Patient
Governors learned during their
shadowing visits:
• Susan Maxwell shadowed Clinical
Site Manager Mari Hayes
• Wendie McWatters shadowed
Annie Zunz Ward Sister Mary
Knight.
• Chris Birch shadowed Consultant
Gastroenterologist Dr Marcus
Harbord

W

hen I was asked if I would like to
shadow a member of staff for an
hour or two, to get an idea of what their
job entailed, I initially misheard. I heard
the words ‘Site Manager’ and, for me, this
conjured up an image of a hefty engineer
in a hard hat clutching a clipboard.

However, the person I was to shadow was,
in fact, a ‘Clinical’ Site Manager (CSM) and
believe me, that particular job is a different
kettle of fish altogether.
Mari Hayes was the CSM who took me
through the job description, and the remit
seemed endless. Despite numerous
interruptions through telephone calls,
bleepers sounding off and emails to be
answered immediately, Mari remained

Immaculate wards
On the same day, I also shadowed a
Matron inspection ward round, a procedure
which has been recently introduced. These
take place bi-monthly. Two matrons check
the ward, talk to patients and pool their
feedback. This could be seen as a dress
rehearsal for a Care Quality Commission
inspection.
We visited the Burns Unit with a very
thorough inspection. Alcohol hand gel
containers were checked, boxes stacked
on the floor were shifted as they attracted
dust, and all sluice-room equipment was
dated and checked every 24 hours.

I

visited Annie Zunz Ward for women who
are gynaecology inpatients to get a first
hand view of its workings.

I was welcomed by Ward Sister Mary
Knight who is also in charge of gynaecology
outpatients. I thought this was a neat
arrangement because patients would
always be welcomed by a familiar face if
they transferred.
When not all beds on the ward are being
used, women are transferred from other
parts of the hospital so there is no waste
of accommodation. These patients are
known as ‘outliers’. Staff on the ward have
to be very flexible because one moment
they are caring for a gynae patient and the
next someone suffering from dementia.
This is a very streamlined service and there
is a quick turnover. I was most impressed
with the efficiency and the team spirit.

The commodes had green tape across
them and were dated. These were shown
to the patient. If the tape was torn they
would not be used. All drips and monitors
were green-stickered and dated. Even the
disposable cubicle curtains in the wards
were dated! This system has recently been
introduced and has proved very effective.
It is a brilliant idea.
There was one problem that was picked
up. Due to working shifts, one of the
bathrooms had not been cleaned. The
senior nurse on the ward explained that a
nurse would do this job when necessary.
I was truly impressed with my visit to Annie
Zunz Ward and the Burns Unit. Everything
was immaculate and the wards even
smelled clean. And I am a well known
fusspot!
—Wendie McWatters, Patient Governor

The CSMs, all of whom have reached at
least senior nurse level, are responsible
for arranging the allocation to wards of all
patients who come into the hospital as
either emergencies or planned admissions.
The Operations Room runs on a 24/7 basis
and out-of-hours the CSM is the most
senior nurse on duty in the hospital and is
the bleep filter through which all emergency
calls are routed.
The CSM is also responsible for the
security of the hospital and the safety of
patients. Those CSMs who do night duty
could be called upon to take on clinical
and non-clinical emergencies which could
be anything from dealing with a false fire
alarm to handling a cardiac arrest.
Quite apart from keeping an ongoing record
of what beds are currently available, the
CSM is required to update the London
Ambulance Service (LAS) on a regular
basis of the hospital’s emergency intake
capacity. This enables the LAS to know
which hospital is currently the closest one
able to take in accident and emergency
patients. It is by such micro-management
of detail that the CSMs are able to ensure
the smooth and logical flow of patients
through the hospital, while anticipating
and dealing with myriad problems arising
from one minute to the next.
Forward planning is also an important
aspect of the job since the hospital has
to have a plan in force, in case of a major
catastrophe occurring or for the winter
when there may be a major flu pandemic.
In such emergencies, the CSM is the
central figure handling all aspects of the
incoming patient pathway.
My poor descriptive powers seem
inadequate to describe the complexity of
the job but it helps to visualise one of those
old 1940 films where the Royal Observer
Corps move planes and ships around with

long sticks on a huge map of a war zone.
As each ship or plane passes through the
war zone, it is removed and a new vessel
takes its place.
Such is the method of the Operations
Room. Whiteboards display all the wards
and which beds are occupied and how
many are newly vacated. The telephone
rings and Mari receives new information
about bed availability on one of the wards,
so the board is updated.
The atmosphere is akin to Piccadilly Circus
as the Operations Room is continually
traversed by different staff with varying
information to impart. There are daily
meetings of ward matrons, infection
control, security, etc so that the whole
procedure of updating becomes teamwork
on a huge scale, and Mari tells me that
shortly she will give a briefing to hospital
Executives as to the situation as it stands
at that time.
We, as patients, never see the work that
goes on behind the scenes to ensure our
stay is as free from hassle as possible.
Most of us are only too grateful that
the patient pathway is smooth from the
moment of admission to the final discharge.
And even then, the CSMs have a duty of
care that goes on, arranging transportation
where necessary and ensuring that
vulnerable patients are discharged into a
safe environment with community nursing
firmly in place. Their job remit truly does
seem endless.
I didn’t know this job existed until I
shadowed Mari and as I watched her
answer bleeps, deal with telephone
calls, answer queries from incoming
team members, update the LAS, whilst
also writing up bed availability, all while
continuing to explain the job to me, I found
myself in awe of her ability to focus and
keep all those balls in the air.
I find I have a deep respect for Clinical
Site Managers. They truly are the unsung
heroes of the NHS.
—Susan Maxwell, Patient Governor
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Council of Governors

Tripe for lunch
“This patient is a young man in his early 30s
with his whole life ahead of him so we must
bear that in mind.” “This gentleman in his
80s lives alone, if we do this or that how
will he cope?” The team’s compassion for
their patients was obvious.
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Hospital School
launches new
website for teachers
and families

I was also struck by a certain understandable defensiveness. “We ought to do this
and this, because if the outcome is that
and the finger is pointed at us, we would
then be able to say so and so.”

O

ne of the perks of editing a weekly
news magazine, which I did for
13 years, is that you get to do a lot of
expenses-paid entertaining, and I have had
many interesting lunchtime discussions
with a wide variety of people.
But never before my shadowing visit with
Consultant Gastroenterologist Dr Marcus
Harbord at Chelsea and Westminster
Hospital had I spent my lunch hour
listening to a discussion of other people’s
bowels.
I had been invited to meet Dr Harbord, one
of six consultant gastroenterologists, for a
sandwich lunch but I had not realised that I
would be attending an inflammatory bowel
disease multi-disciplinary team meeting, or
IBD MDT for short.
Dr Harbord was in the chair and there
was also a surgeon, a surgical registrar,
a radiographer, two stoma nurses and an
IBD nurse. And while we munched away,
we watched and discussed pictures of
patients’ colons on a large screen.
Inevitably, much of what was said was
way above my head but I was impressed
by certain things. When I was a young
man, long, long ago, doctors treated their
patients as cases. Their patients had
technical problems which they would solve
without becoming emotionally involved.
But the cases that were discussed by the
IBD MDT were not just ‘cases’. They were
human beings whom the team knew as
individuals with individual problems.

After lunch Dr Harbord took off his
gastroenterology hat and put on his other
hat as a general physician responsible for
the 28-bed Edgar Horne Ward. Another
MDT meeting with Dr Harbord in charge
and attended by Consultant Hepatologist
Dr Matthew Foxton, a registrar, two junior
doctors, two sisters, two occupational
therapists, two physiotherapists, the
discharge team co-ordinator and a
social worker from the Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea.
A total of 11 patients were discussed
in detail and I was again struck by the
detailed knowledge that the team had of
their patients.
We then did a ward round and I was
impressed by the fact that, if a patient
was asleep, Dr Harbord did not wake them.
When I was an inpatient last April, I was
continually being woken up for a variety of
reasons and so Dr Harbord scored several
brownie points in my book when he allowed
a patient to continue sleeping.
Dr Foxton then took me to the Intensive
Care Unit to visit one of his hepatitis
patients, a young man in considerable
pain. The unit has 10 beds which are
used flexibly, depending on the level of
care needed by the patient.
Finally, a quick visit to Thomas Macaulay
Ward and then home, exhausted, in time
to catch Neighbours.
I am extremely grateful for having had this
opportunity to do and see what I did. I was
greatly impressed by the high standards,
quality and compassion of the doctors,
nurses, therapists and others I met.
—Chris Birch, Patient Governor

Single sex accommodation:
our pledge to patients
A

t Chelsea and Westminster we believe
that every patient has a right to high
quality care that is safe, effective and
respects your privacy and dignity.

We are pleased to confirm that we have
complied with the Government’s requirement
to provide single sex accommodation by 1
April.
This means that no patient has to share the
room in which they sleep or the toilet and
bathroom they use with members of the
opposite sex.
The only exceptions are if it is clinically
necessary, for example when patients need

Frederic Irigary (ICT Project Manager), Baroness Mary Warnock,
Janette Steel (Head Teacher), Maria Marinho (Assistant Head)
and Martin Dixon (Website Designer and Music Teacher)

C

helsea Community Hospital School,
which provides education for children
and young people being cared for at
Chelsea and Westminster, has launched
a brand new website to support students
with medical or mental health conditions.

Speaking in the House of Lords following
the launch, Baroness Warnock said:
“This week I was present at the launch
of a new website at the Chelsea and
Westminster Hospital School which is a
marvellous school.

The website www.wellatschool.org
was officially unveiled on 15 March by
Baroness Mary Warnock, the eminent
philosopher and writer on many topics
including education and healthcare.

“The website gives information and advice
on an enormous number of difficulties
that children may be experiencing in
classrooms, starting with severe allergies
and going through every possible
educational obstacle.

Headteacher Janette Steel says: “The
new website came about as a result of
responding to many phone calls every
week from families and schools about
how to support children with medical or
mental health problems.
“We have developed this website to help
teachers and staff in mainstream and
special schools support their students
who have medical or mental health
issues.
“It is easy to become overwhelmed by
the abundance of often contradictory
information available on the internet
so we have collected the knowledge
and experience of medical consultants,
specialist teachers and students from
our four hospitals here to give the
information that teachers and families
need.
“It has been made possible by a grant
from Google and we would like to thank
them for their support.”

Students and teachers of the Chelsea
Community Hospital School celebrated
the official opening of their brand
new school facility at Chelsea and
Westminster in September 2010, part
of the ongoing redevelopment of the
hospital to improve care for children
and their families. It is one of the first
purpose-built hospital schools in the
country.

This means that you only need to
remember one login and once you finish
a course, your progress will be recorded
in your personal file.

All children aged 10 and above will be asked
if they would prefer to share with others of
the same sex.

Any patients or relatives who have questions
or concerns about single sex accommodation
can ask any member of staff or ask to speak
to the nurse in charge, ward manager or
sister.

Chelsea Community Hospital School
provides education for children and
young people at not only Chelsea and
Westminster but also St Mary’s and the
Royal Brompton hospitals, as well as the
Collingham Child & Family Centre.

Learn Online—bringing
learning to you

specialist treatment such as in our Intensive
Care Unit which takes priority.

If a child younger than this (or their parents
or carers) requests that they be cared for in
a single sex area we will also support their
choice.

“I very much hope that the website will
be very widely used in teacher training
establishments and by teachers
as individuals when they are faced
with a problem that they do not quite
understand.”

We have completed a successful pilot to
test the functionality and are now rolling
out in three phases.

T

he Trust has just set up a new
eLearning system for staff called
Learn Online which brings together all
eLearning material across the Trust onto
a single place linked to your Electronic
Staff Record.

The first phase (Clinical Support Services)
goes live this month and the whole Trust
will go live in the next couple of months.
Look out for an email and letter with your
login details.
• If you have any queries please email
learnonline@chelwest.nhs.uk
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Dementia

T

here are currently 750,000 people
with dementia in the UK and this
number is expected to increase to
more than one million by 2025.

The financial cost of dementia to
the UK is already more than £20
billion a year—and if the predictions
are accurate, the cost and demand
for support for people living with
dementia, and their families and
carers, looks set to only increase.

New service to improve
dementia care

Chelsea and Westminster Hospital is
working in partnership with Central
and North West London NHS
Foundation Trust (CNWL) to launch
a new service aimed at providing
assessment and treatment for
people who have dementia and their
families and carers.
This month Trust News takes a look
at what the new service will offer
patients and find out more about
dementia.

Dementia
by numbers
• There are more than 16,000
younger people with dementia in
the UK
• Only 40% of people with dementia
receive a diagnosis
• 60,000 deaths a year are directly
attributable to dementia
• Two thirds of people with
dementia are women
• The proportion of people with
dementia doubles for every
five-year age group
• One third of people over 95 have
dementia
• Delaying the onset of dementia
by five years would reduce deaths
directly attributable to dementia
by 30,000 a year
• Family carers of people with
dementia save the UK over £6
billion a year
• 64% of people living in care
homes have a form of dementia
• Two thirds of people with
dementia live in the community
while one third live in a care home
• The cost of dementia care to
the NHS is more than cancer,
stroke and coronary heart
disease combined

C

helsea and Westminster Hospital is
joining forces with Central and North
West London NHS Foundation Trust (CNWL)
to launch a new Memory Service on 1 May.

The new service will provide accurate
diagnosis, advice, information and
treatment for people with dementia in
Kensington and Chelsea, and improve the
care provided to them and their families
and carers.
Chris Hume (Project Manager Dementia)
at NHS Kensington and Chelsea said one
of the major aims of the Memory Service
would be improving the diagnosis of those
who have dementia, to enable them to
be referred to appropriate services for
treatment and care.

Patients will be able to access the Memory
Service in a number of ways, mainly by
referral from their GP, however healthcare
professionals such as district nurses
or those working in the hospital’s A&E
Department who suspect someone may
have dementia will also be able to refer
to the service.
The service is for people living in the Royal
Borough of Kensington and Chelsea,
however, there is a similar service for
residents of Westminster.
Dr Richard Morgan (Clinical Director,
Medicine) said: “The new service
will allow for a more holistic
approach to care and improve the
integration of treatment for the
medical and physical aspects of
dementia, and the psychological
and behavioural aspects.

Chris said: “There are some 1,400 people
living in the Royal Borough of Kensington
and Chelsea who suffer from dementia,
but unfortunately less than a third of these
cases are diagnosed.

“There will also be much more
focus on treating patients
outside of a hospital setting.

“Our aim is to double that figure within three
years so that people who are diagnosed
with dementia can be referred into the
Memory Service and start receiving the
support that they need.

“People are much happier to be
seen at home and the service
will provide care in patients’
homes or in community clinics
nearby.

“We know that the earlier a diagnosis is
made, the more effective the treatment is
and the new service will have as a priority
identifying people who are in the early
stages of the disease.

“Nationally, there is so
much effort being put into
improving dementia care
at the moment and people
have been neglec ting
seeking treatment at the
early stages of the disease
for far too long.

“In many ways, dementia can be compared
with how cancer was 20 years ago and
people tend to think that there’s nothing
that can be done to treat people diagnosed
with dementia.
“However, this simply isn’t true and while
there’s no cure for the disease, there are
treatments available that can help slow
its progression and improve quality of life.”

“There is still a stigma
attached to dementia and
many people don’t want
to acknowledge that they,
or someone they love, is
showing signs of the
disease.

“There have been real advances in the
medications that are available to treat the
disease and the earlier treatment starts
the more effective they are.
“Medicines aren’t a miracle cure, but in a
large proportion of patients they do delay
progression and people with dementia
can and do live a long life that continues
to be fruitful.
“There are exciting new developments in
dementia care that are imminent and
within the next 5–10 years, patients will
start to benefit from these improvements.”
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What are the symptoms of dementia?

Only a qualif ied medic al exper t can accur ately
diagnose dementia and symptoms will differ for
everyone.
Early detection is possible and the sooner treatment
starts, the more effective the treatment will be. Early
indications of dementia can include if your memory
is noticeably not as good as it used to be, and it is
having a significant impact on your day-to-day life.
Symptoms will be different for everyone, but some
common examples are:
• Struggling to remember recent events, although
you may easily recall things that happened in the
past
• Findi ng it hard to follow conve rsatio ns or
programmes on TV
• Forgetting the names of friends or everyday objects

• Feeling disorientated about the time of day or the
place that you are in

Can dementia be

treated?
Although there
is no cure, ther
e are treatments
available. The ea
rlier treatment co
mmences, the
more likely it wi
ll be able to sign
ificantly improve
quality of life.

• Missing appointments
• Having difficulty following procedures, such as
cooking a meal
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Health Minister visits Chelsea and Westminster
Pharmacy celebrate
Red Nose Day
Staff in Pharmacy
celebrated Red Nose
Friday on Friday 18 March
by dressing in red and
raising more than £60
for the charity.

Women’s Health Study Day
The first joint study day
between the Trust and the
British Menopause Society
took place in March,
attracting more than 50 GPs,
community nurses, and allied
healthcare professionals.
The day provided delegates
with practical advice
on the management of
the menopause in primary
care. Internationally recognised clinicians
specialising in Women’s Health and the menopause spoke
on topics including HRT, Bio identical hormones and changes in the
urogenital tract. Feedback from delegates was very positive and we hope
to be holding a second joint meeting in the Autumn. Above: Ms Annie
Hawkins (Specialist Registrar) speaks about gynaecology to the group.

Minister for Public Health Anne Milton visited Central
and North West London NHS Foundation Trust’s Drug
Treatment Centre at Chelsea and Westminster Hospital
on Thursday 10 March. The centre provides specialist
treatment for people with drug and alcohol problems.
Lead Clinician Dr Owen Bowden-Jones (Consultant
Psychiatrist) said: “We are delighted that the Minister
spent time visiting us and listening to patients and staff.
I hope the visit has underlined the need for specialist
services to help people suffering with harmful
drug use recover and achieve their full potential.”
Below: Anne Milton (Health Minister—2nd left) with
Central and North West London NHS Foundation Trust
staff Annette Dale Perera (Strategic Director, Addictions
Directorate), Darren Kingaby (Team Co-ordinator, Drug
Treatment Centre) and Dr Owen Bowden-Jones
(Consultant Psychiatrist, Drug Treatment Centre)
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Special feature:

Nutrition

Doreen Benardout (Dietitian), Alison Gardiner (Dietetic Assistant), Kirsty Marshall (Dietitian), Helen Stracey (Dietetic Services Manager),
Ella Boger (Dietetic Assistant) and Karen Percy (Specialist Dietitian—HIV/GUM)

G

ood nutritional care plays a vital part
in helping our patients recover as
quickly as possible and at Chelsea and
Westminster, we work hard to ensure our
patients get the nutrition they need.
The hospital’s Catering and Nutritional
Steering Group —which includes
representatives from the dietetics
team, facilities, the hospital’s catering
services contractor ISS, clinical nurse
leads, volunteers and patients—is
responsible for assessing how we currently
support patients and identifying where
improvements are needed.
Mitch Haines (Surgical and Medical
Division Matron) said the group had
recently led on a number of new initiatives
that were already starting to produce
positive results.
Mitch said: “In response to our local LINk
(Local Involvement Network) assessment
of our patient nutrition, we set up a multiprofessional group, which includes patient
representatives, to look at every aspect of
how our patients eat and to identify where
we could make improvements.
“One of the improvements has been around
the nutritional assessments that are now
carried out for patients when they are
admitted to hospital. Our target is that
90% of patients should be nutritionally
assessed within 24 hours of admission.

nutritional needs has also been made
easier since the implementation of the
coloured tray system.
“Patients who have been identified as
having increased nutritional needs are
allocated a red or blue tray. A red tray
indicates to nursing staff that patient
needs assistance with feeding and a
blue tray indicates they may need extra
encouragement.
“Both trays indicate to nursing staff that
monitoring of food and fluid intake is
required. This is communicated back to the
dietetic team who are able to implement
appropriate nutritional care pathways.”
Mitch said an important part of the work
to improve nutrition within the hospital
was also raising awareness amongst staff.
“Our proactive Dietetics team runs an
ongoing programme of nutrition training
which is aimed at nurses, doctors and
healthcare assistants and they also
organise an annual GNAW (Good Nutrition
Awareness Weeks) event to highlight the
importance of good nutrition.”

How do we support
our patients?
Protected mealtimes

Meet the Dietetic team

To stop patients being interrupted
when they are having a meal, the Trust
introduced protected mealtimes.

The hospital has a strong commitment
to delivering high national standards and
the Dietetic team keeps up-to-date with
national initiatives and clinical evidence
and continually strives to improve current
practice.

This means that during lunch and dinner,
all non-essential ward activity is reduced
to a minimum so that nursing staff can
concentrate on encouraging and assisting
patients at mealtimes.

‘Request a Volunteer’
initiative
Patients’ friends or families can now go
to the ‘Your Hospital Visit’ section of the
Trust website www.chelwest.nhs.uk to
specifically request a volunteer to help
support their loved one at mealtimes. This
initiative is supported by the Friends of
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital.

We continually ask our patients for
feedback on the quality of the food that
we serve and have expanded our food offer
to include a variety of menu choices (which
change daily), snacks, energy shakes,
prescribed supplements and drinks.

Blue and red tray initiative
Patients who have been identified as
nutritionally at risk are allocated a coloured
tray. This helps ward staff and our catering
hostesses identify patients who need more
support at mealtimes.

Safe discharge
A major focus for our dieticians is ensuring
that our patients’ nutritional needs are
met while they are in hospital, but the
work doesn’t stop there. The team also
works with our local PCT to highlight the
nutritional needs of patients once they
go home.

“Patients are then given a nutritional
assessment score and those who have
been given a medium or high score
are given a personalised nutritional
care pathway to identify their particular
nutritional needs.

Volunteers and nutrition

“By doing this we are able to identify
vulnerable patients for malnutrition when
they arrive, but also pick up patients whose
nutritional status changes throughout their
stay.

The Friends of Chelsea and Westminster
Hospital have recently provided funding
to set up a Patient Support Project using
volunteers to assist at mealtimes.

“The system has raised the profile of
nutritional care on our wards and ensures
that all patients are monitored and cared
for appropriately.”
Helen Stracey (Dietetic Services Manager)
added: “Identifying patients with increased

Improved menus

Volunteers and staff members at the nutritional assessment and feeding training session

These volunteers attend tailored training
sessions and link with the dietetics team
and ward staff to identify patients who are
most in need of support—whether actual
physical assistance with eating or just
companionship and encouragement.
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What our patients and staff say
about us—survey results
E

very year health watchdog
the Care Quality Commission publishes the results of
major surveys of both patients
and staff carried out by NHS
trusts up and down the country.
The results of these surveys
provide an insight into what our
patients and staff are saying
about us and the Trust takes
them seriously, developing and
implementing action plans in
response to this valuable
feedback.
Listening to and learning from
the experiences of those who
use our services and work here
is key to achieving our goal of
being a hospital of choice for
patients and an employer of
choice for staff.
So what were the key findings
of this year’s Patient Survey
and Staff Survey? Read on to
find out.

Patient Survey
The Care Quality Commission is due to
publish the results of the 2010 national
Inpatient Survey on 21 April.
Al thoug h we c annot make direc t
comparisons with the performance of other
hospitals until all results are published
on this date, we do know that 89% of
patients who completed the survey rated
the overall care they received at Chelsea
and Westminster as ‘Excellent’, ‘Very good’
or ‘Good’.
Areas in which the Trust’s performance
is significantly better then the national
average include:
• Patients offered a choice of admission
dates and hospitals
• Written information about medicines
on discharge and copies of discharge
letters sent to GPs
• Patients asked to give views on their
care
However, our over all re sul t s are
disappointing because we scored
significantly worse on a number of
questions compared to the 2009 survey.
A number of areas of particular concern
were identified by patients who completed
the survey which was sent to a random
sample of people who were adult
inpatients at Chelsea and Westminster
Hospital in August:
• Patients’ trust and confidence in staff
treating them
• Patients saying that staff either did not
know enough about their condition or
treatment or contradicted each other

• Mixed sex wards
• Noise at night
• Lack of respect or dignity
A recent review of our key sources of
information about our patients’ experience
of Chelsea and Westminster in the last
two years highlighted information/
communication and staff attitude as
significant concerns for patients and their
carers.
The review recommended a continued
focus on these areas of care and the
Inpatient Survey 2010 results reinforce
this recommendation.
• The full Trust level Patient Survey report
will be available from 21 April on the
Care Quality Commission website at
www.cqc.org.uk

Staff Survey
The Care Quality Commission published the
results of the 2010 national Staff Survey
on 16 March—64% of Trust staff completed
a survey which puts us in the top 10 best
response rates of all acute hospital trusts

in the country and compares to a national
response rate of 54%.

willingness of staff to recommend the Trust
as a place to work and/or receive treatment.

The Staff Survey consists of Key Findings—
for the majority of the 31 existing key
findings, our performance is broadly
unchanged compared with the 2009 survey:

The number of staff saying they have had
a well structured appraisal within the last
12 months is now rated in the top 20% of
acute trusts after a real focus on this area.

• 27 saw no significant change

Areas that have deteriorated since the
2009 survey (although the Trust remains
above the national average for all of them)
are quality of job design, support from
immediate managers, and the willingness
of staff to recommend the hospital.

• 1 improved—the perception by staff of
effective action by the Trust towards
bullying and harassment improved and
is now above the national average
• 3 marginally deteriorated
Coverage in the Evening Standard singled
out Chelsea and Westminster as one of the
most popular NHS trusts in London among
its own staff because the vast majority of
staff would recommend the hospital to
their friends and family as a place to work
and/or be treated.
For the second year in a row the Trust is
rated in the top 20% of acute hospital trusts
nationally for the Staff Engagement indicator
which includes good communication
between senior management and staff, staff
feeling able to contribute to improvements
at work, staff feeling engaged, and the

Results will be shared with the Trust Board
and Staffside representatives. Each ward
and department will be able to access
results for their own area and will be
required to create their own action plans
based on their results.
The Trust will also develop an overall action
plan to address key issues across the
organisation and progress will be reported
regularly to staff.
• The full Trust level Staff Sur vey
report is available on the Care Quality
Commission website at www.cqc.org.uk

Putting Patients First

Redevelopment of Chelsea and Westminster Hospital

T

he re devel op ment o f
Chelsea and Westminster
Hospital aims to improve
services for patients—in this
month’s Trust News we provide
a brief update on progress.
New Outpatients
area now open

A major redevelopment of the Lower
Ground Floor of the hospital has created
a new, modern environment for a number
of outpatient services.
Diabetes patients have been treated in the
new area since January and a number of
other outpatient services moved down at
the beginning of April including General
Surgery, Urology, Pain Management and
Weight Loss Surgery.
A set of escalators from the Ground Floor
to the Lower Ground Floor was installed
in January to improve access to the new
outpatients area for patients and their
carers.

Urgent Care Centre
opens to children
We have developed an Urgent Care Centre
in partnership with our local GPs to provide
faster assessment in our A&E Department
and ensure that patients receive the right
care in the right place.
This new facility has been open to adult
patients since October last year—it was

The new fish tank on the Ground Floor

extended to also include children at the
beginning of April.
The Urgent Care Centre is a ‘walk-in’
service for patients who come to the A&E
Department with minor illnesses and
injuries that require attention but that are
not critical or life-threatening.

pathway—either in A&E or in the new
Urgent Care Centre—depending on the
severity of their injury or illness.
This means that our A&E staff can
concentrate on providing care and
treatment for those patients who really
need their help.

The A&E Department will continue to treat
acutely unwell patients.

The fish return

Patients treated in the Urgent Care Centre
benefit from a faster assessment process
and the addition of GP-led care to ensure
that they receive the right care in the right
place.

Good news for our younger visitors and
everyone else who has missed our fish
during the redevelopment—the fish have
now moved into a brand new tank on
the Ground Floor near the new set of
escalators.

The new faster assessment process is
known as ‘streaming’ and it means that
patients are booked in at reception and
then allocated to the appropriate care

• For more information, please visit
www.chelwest.nhs.uk and click Putting
Patients First
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StartHere launched at
Chelsea and Westminster
Chelsea and Westminster on location
O

ur mobile community health clinic (or
The Bus as it is known) takes Chelsea
and Westminster Hospital services into the
heart of our community.

The Bus is used to provide general health
checks, sexual health screening and
contraceptive provision among other
services.

Ganesh Sathyamoorthy (NIHR CLAHRC for North West London), Susan Maxwell (Patient
Governor), Alex Prior (Outpatient Service Improvement Lead), Professor Derek Bell (NIHR
CLAHRC for North West London), Jane Tippett (Acting Assistant Director of Nursing), Sarah
Hamilton-Fairley (Chief Executive, StartHere) and Charlotte Mackenzie Crooks (Staff Governor)

C

helsea and Westminster has become
the first hospital in the UK to make a
new information service called StartHere
available to patients and their carers.

StartHere, which can be accessed by using
the two touch screen information kiosks
on the Ground Floor of the hospital next to
the M-PALS office and in the Information
Zone near Costa Coffee, signposts people
to organisations that can help them.
Staff based in the M-PALS office already
help more than 1,300 people with
requests for information every year.
StartHere brings together a vast amount
of up-to-date information in a way that is
simply presented and easy to understand,
in categories including coping and caring,
housing, rights and services, and work
and education.

of information that we provide to patients
and carers in new and innovative ways.
“I am delighted that Chelsea and
Westminster is the first hospital in the
country to make StartHere available to
those who use our services and their carers.”

“We believe that StartHere is a practical
example of the new approach to providing
information to patients and carers that
Health Secretary Andrew Lansley described
in the Government consultation paper ‘An
Information Revolution’.”
In his introduction to this paper published
last year, Mr Lansley said: “Different people
and groups in society access information
differently and need it presented in
different ways.

Therese Davis (Chief Nurse and Director of
Patient Flow and Patient Experience) says:
“We are committed to improving the quality

“We must ensure the right information is
available and presented in a relevant way
to those who could be excluded.”

Staff Handbook now available
paid-for advertising by local businesses,
a number of whom are also offering
discounts to staff.
In her introduction to the Staff Handbook,
Chief Executive Heather Lawrence says:
“I am proud to be Chief Executive of our
Foundation Trust which aims to be a
hospital of choice for patients and an
employer of choice for staff.

2011

T

he Trust has produced a Staff Handbook
which will be distributed to all staff by
managers. It includes an overview of the
Trust’s vision and objectives as well as
factual information about conditions of
service, policies and procedures, learning
and development opportunities, and much
more.
It has been produced at no cost to the
Trust because the publication includes

• 20 May
Shepherd’s Bush Market
Pennard Road
• 17 June
Shepherd’s Bush Market
Pennard Road
• 2 July
Gay Pride
Frith Street, Soho
Trust staff who are interested in using
the mobile community health clinic for an
event or outreach service can contact John
Pickett on x56189.

Fighting infection

Sarah Hamilton-Fairley, Chief Executive
of StartHere adds: “We aim to make
information easy to use and accessible to
all by tackling the issue of digital exclusion
which means that, while 30 million people
in the UK use the internet every day, 9
million people never use it.

StartHere at Chelsea and Westminster
was launched on 23 March at an event
attending by Trust staff and StartHere Chief
Executive Sarah Hamilton-Fairley.

Staff Handboo
k

In the last few months alone staff have
taken our services on the road to Comic
Relief in March, a community roadshow at
Westfield shopping centre, and Shepherd’s
Bush Market—and The Bus will be offering
health tests on the hospital Open Day on
Saturday 7 May.

Other future dates

“I believe passionately that the litmus test
of any hospital is for every member of staff
to ask themselves—would I want my loved
ones treated here? If the answer is yes, we
know that we are getting it right.”
The handbook will be published annually
and your feedback would be valued—if
you have any comments, please email
ebony.charles@chelwest.nhs.uk.
• Copies of the Staff Handbook are being
distributed throughout the Trust—if you
do not receive one, please speak to your
line manager
• An electronic version of the handbook
will also be available on the intranet
and copies in larger print formats will
be available to download or request
from HR

Kitty Kahan (Administrator), Roz Wallis (Consultant Nurse, Infection Prevention
and Control), Helen Mustoe (Infection Prevention and Control Nurse) and
Colin Barnes (Infection Prevention and Control Nurse)

C

Training of staff

In the last year, the hospital’s Infection
Prevention and Control Team has rolled
out a number of infection control initiatives
to help us protect our patients including:

The Infection Prevention and Control Team
have recently rolled out training for staff
on skin disinfection prior to inserting
intravenous lines to minimise the risk of
our patients contracting blood infections.
Each ward also has a member of staff who
receives bespoke training that allows them
to act as a link to the Infection Prevention
and Control Team. There are currently 137
Infection Control Link Professionals (ICLPs)
in the Trust.

helsea and Westminster Hospital’s
infection rates are some of the lowest
in the country, but that doesn’t mean we
stop looking for ways to help reduce them
even further.

MRSA screening
All patients who have planned and
emergency admissions are now screened
for MRSA. The test involves a swab being
wiped gently just inside the nostrils and
either side of the groin.

Floor signage
The hospital has introduced new floor
signage (shown below) located by all
the lifts and at the entrance to each
department and ward to remind staff and
visitors to gel their hands.

New hand gel dispensers
We are in the process of changing the
hand gel dispensers over to automated
dispensers. This involves standardising
the dispenser positions at every lift bank,
department and ward entrance, by every
ward bay and outside every sideroom.

PREVENT
INFECTION

Data management
A new data management system went live
in December, which enables electronic
recording and automated collation of
infection control audits. The new system
has helped to highlight excellent practice
and areas where improvement is needed.

And coming soon…
Voicebox signage at each lift bank will be
installed to remind staff and visitors to gel
their hands before and after contact with
patients and their immediate environment.
Posters will also soon be positioned by
each ward sink to remind staff of the
correct handwashing technique and what
precautions they should take to minimise
cross infection.

GEL YOUR
HANDS
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Falls prevention
checklist piloted

R

educing the number of patient falls
is one of the Trust’s top priorities for
quality improvement because we know
from feedback and complaints how a fall
can cause distress to a patient and their
family and can lead to a longer stay in
hospital than expected.

Maternity staff take their
expertise to Ethiopia
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Farewell
Sue Smith

A programme of work to reduce falls has
been co-ordinated by a Trips, Slips and
Falls Group led by Therese Davis, Chief
Nurse and Director of Patient Flow and
Patient Experience.
For example, a ‘Seven Steps’ checklist to
help staff prevent falls is being piloted on
David Erskine Ward.
Staff on the ward use the checklist after
completing an initial falls risk assessment
for a patient.
The ‘Seven Steps’ checklist includes details
of seven key actions that staff can take to
help reduce the risk of patients falling such
as reviewing the medications that a patient
is taking, ensuring that the patient can be
seen at all times, and that the call bell is
within reach of the patient.
The checklist is reviewed by clinical staff
when a patient is admitted to the ward and
then regularly throughout the day.
Another new initiative has been the
introduction of a falls alarm for vulnerable
patients. The purchase of alarms to be used
initially on David Erskine and Edgar Horne
wards was made possible by generous
financial support from the Friends of
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital.

The team in Gimbie (r to l)—Lisa Acton (Midwife), Michaela Anderson (Midwife), Dr Ed MacLaren
(Obstetric Registrar), Shereen Jones (Labour Ward Matron), Mr Shane Duffy (Consultant
Obstetrician and Gynaecologist), Zoe Magrath (Midwife), Natalie Allain (Midwife)

S

even members of the hospital’s
Maternity Depar tment recently
returned from a two-week trip to Gimbie
in Ethiopia where they taught an Obstetric
Emergencies course for local midwives and
skilled birth attendants from the region.
The four-day course was based on Chelsea
and Westminster’s own Multi-disciplinary
Obstetric and Midwifery Simulation (MOMS)
course. The team also spent time in several
hospitals and clinics supporting those who
attended the course and providing on the
job training.
Dr Ed MacLaren (Obstetric Registrar) said
the course was a great success for the
participants and also the faculty.

contrast to healthcare availability there and
the pangs of guilt felt about the inequalities
that still exist in the 21st century.
“What was amazing was the positivity and
dedication of hospital staff with often very
limited supplies.”
Another trip to Gimbie is planned for
September to train another 16 participants
and fundraising for this will begin soon.
Dr MacLaren continued: “One of the
main principles of this work is that of
sustainability. Each trip is training two
participants to become members of the
faculty so that eventually there will be a
MOMS course run by the Ethiopian team
at Gimbie Hospital.

The falls alarms use pressure sensitive
technology to provide patients and staff
with early warning of a potential fall which
gives staff vital extra seconds to support
the patient and prevent a fall.

He said: “There were several challenges,
not least the level of spoken English. The
trip was the first for most of the team
to a resource-poor country and seeing
healthcare first hand has certainly had a
profound effect.

“The programme was made possible with
a grant from the British Council, but also
the generosity of family, friends and work
colleagues. Thank you to those who bought
cakes from our cake sale in February.

Following their use on David Erskine
and Edgar Horne wards, the use of falls
alarms is being rolled out to all areas where
patients are at greater risk of falling.

“The chasm that exists between Gimbie
and Chelsea was what struck the team
most. The proud feeling of the level of care
that can be provided here was a marked

“Thanks also to the staff involved in making
this trip a reality, in particular to Mr Shane
Duffy without whom it would not have been
possible.”

New major
incident plan
released
T

he Trust’s new Major Incident Plan was
launched at the Seasonal Working
Conference held during March.
Each area of the hospital will soon receive
a green box with a copy of the plan and
action cards laminated and ready for use,
which will replace the current yellow major
incident boxes.

The Major Incident Plan ensures that
staff know what to do in the event of a
major incident. The plan includes a quick,
concise easy-read guide that is structured
and tailored for all areas and departments.
Awareness sessions will be held for staff
in the near future and there will be online
training packages available. Training for
individual areas can also be arranged.
The new plan will be tested during a live
exercise which is being planned for Spring
2012. Until the copies are produced,
the plan is available on the Intranet in
Emergency Planning ► Planning and
Procedures.

Sue Smith (Sister, Outpatient Department
1) retired from the hospital in March.
Having returned to nursing after a 14-year
break bringing up two children, Sue joined
Chelsea and Westminster as Staff Nurse
in 1996. She left in 1998, but returned
in 2000 and was eventually promoted to
Senior Staff Nurse and then Sister.
For the last six years she was the Royal
College of Nursing (RCN) Steward at
the hospital, as well as being an active
Staffside representative, a Workplace
Mediator and, until recently, the Nursing
and Midwifery representative on the
Council of Governors.
Sue said: “I would like to continue using the
skills and experience gained in my various
roles at the hospital and I am joining Age
Concern as an Advice Volunteer and hope
to do additional work in the voluntary sector.
“I may also continue studying law with
the Open University and look forward to
being able to spend more time gardening.
I have also just joined Staffbank, so I may
also do the occasional shift in the new
outpatient area.
“What I will certainly miss most is the
camaraderie and support from my team
and being part of that team.”

In memoriam
Eric Needham

Creating LINks
E

ngaging with patients, their carers and
families, and members of the local
community is one of the most effective
ways for any healthcare organisation to
make improvements to its services.
We have been doing exactly that by
working closely with the Kensington and
Chelsea Local Involvement Network (K&C
LINk) and its members, to identify where
improvements are needed and then making
changes that will benefit our patients.
One of the biggest success stories of the
past year has been the involvement of K&C
LINk in the project to improve the nutritional
care of older people in the hospital.
In June 2010, the K&C LINk elected nine
Dignity Champions to carry our inspections
on three of the hospital’s wards—David
Erskine, Marie Celeste and Nell Gwynne—
to assess how they were supporting older
people at mealtimes. Assessors carried out
the inspections over five days at different
mealtimes.
The assessors identified several issues:

• A number of patients hadn’t been
weighed on their admission, making it
difficult to ensure they were receiving
their nutritional requirements
• There wasn’t always an appropriate
choice of dishes available for patients
• The protected mealtime policy wasn’t
always adhered to
Sue Mastriforte—one of K&C LINk’s Dignity
Champions who was involved in the
inspections—was asked to join the hospital’s
Catering and Nutrition Steering Group to
provide ongoing feedback and assessment.
Sue said: “In a short space of time they
turned around the issues raised from the
inspections. The issues we identified had to
be brought to their attention, but they took
it with good grace. The things we suggested
following the inspections have worked and
it has made a difference.
K&C LINk is continuing to develop the
Dignity Champions project and is still
recruiting more volunteers. If you are
interested please contact K&C LINk:

• Delays in serving food

How to get involved

• Not all patients who were identified
as requiring support during mealtimes
received help from a member of staff

T: 020 8968 7049/6771
E: rbkclink@hestia.org
W: www.rbkclink.org

The Trust is very sad to announce that
one of our volunteers, Eric Needham, has
passed away.
Eric was one of Chelsea and Westminster
Hospital’s longest serving volunteers,
having started volunteering more than
13 years ago.
He was one of the first Macmillan Centre
volunteers when this facility opened eight
years ago and was a wonderful support
to our patients.
Eric moved a few years later to help in
the Medical Day Unit where his sense of
humour, caring attitude and willingness
to help made him a much loved member
of the team.
He is remembered by staff and fellow
volunteers as a very lovely, caring man
with a great sense of humour who is greatly
missed.
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Competition Corner
Congratulations to the following members
of staff who have won a copy of Beautiful
by Katie Piper:

Winners can collect their copy from the
Communications Office, located in Unit 6,
Verney House.

•
•
•
•
•

Competition Corner will be back next
month.

Anil Doolub
Amina Rashid
Nicole Howard
Elaine Smith
Jane Davies

They correctly named the three teams
of staff who were named winners of the
inaugural Quality Awards—they were the
Macmillan Centre Counselling Service,
the Venous Thromboembolism (VTE) Risk
Assessment Development Team and West
London Centre for Sexual Health (WLCSH).

Jane-Marie Hamill (2nd right) with members of the ICU team

C

There is a world out there
By Axel Heitmueller, Director of Strategy

Chelsea and Westminster recently joined the Dr Foster Global Comparator
project. Heather Lawrence, Chief Executive and Axel Heitmueller attended
an international conference of leading hospitals in Boston, MA. Axel gives his
personal reflections of the event.

F

ollowing the debate about the NHS
reforms, one cannot help wondering
how brilliant our health system could be if
only a fraction of the time and effort that
the commentariat currently directs against
the reforms was spent coming up with an
alternative. If there ever was a case of
excessive navel gazing, this is it.
Andrew Lansley may have spent significant
time in opposition visiting hospitals and
GPs across the country—listening to
clinicians and NHS professionals to inform
his policies—but the real question is has
he spent enough time looking outside the
NHS for inspiration.
True innovation requires searching for ideas
as broadly as possible and in places that
may not be the obvious ones. Benchmarking
against the best is a well-established
practice in most of the private sector. But
is it hardwired in the DNA of the NHS?
Mark Britnell, ex Director General at the
Department of Health and now senior
partner at accountancy firm KPMG, doesn’t
think so and stressed the urgent need to
look beyond the UK system at the Nuffield
Trust Health Summit a few weeks ago.

and the UK—comparing health outcomes
has been a real struggle.
Making health outcomes comparable
across countries is however the main
objective of the recently launched Dr Foster
Global Comparator project covering 32
leading hospitals in five Western countries.
Chelsea and Westminster as a high
performing organisation was asked with
Academic Health Science Centres to join
the group earlier this year.
Emerging results were discussed in
Boston chaired by the now Government
Transparency tsar Tim Kelsey.
The aim over the next six months is to study
health conditions with significant variations
across countries. If this succeeds and all the
data issues can be resolved, it would be a
significant step towards genuine international
benchmarking never seen before.
But Boston also offered a number of other
interesting insights.
Firstly, more is not always better. Spending
15% of GDP on health rather than the UK’s
8% does make a difference—but mainly
to inputs like staffing levels and estate
size—while differences in outcomes appear
surprisingly small.

Benchmarking internationally is however
not a straightforward task. While it is
Secondly, empowerment does not neceseasy to spot superficial and structural
sarily need government. Visit the offices
NHS-C&W
hospital
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differences—for example, between the US
of www.patientslikeme.com and listen to
its chairman James Heywood, and you
suddenly realise that patient empowerment
in the UK has a long way to go.
But it also provides a stark reminder that
enterprise is the key driver, not legislation.

Feng Sushi offers 10%
discount for all NHS staff,
just show your badge when
you come in.
Feng Set Lunch @ £8.00*

Finally, differences can inspire. Meeting a
number of British Commonwealth Fellows
over lunch in the creativity inducing offices
of the Institute of Healthcare Improvement
(IHI) and listening to their experiences in
the US brings home Mark Britnell’s point.
Looking beyond one’s narrow horizon can
be a truly uplifting experience and will not
only benefit the few lucky fellows who win
one of the prestigious places on these
programmes, but also their institutions
and the NHS as a whole.

*excluding staff discount

visit online at
feng sushi.co.uk

Intensive Care Unit achieves
Customer Service Excellence

There is a real danger that the NHS reforms
will distract us from looking beyond the
next headline but it is at times like these
that we need inspiration more than ever.

ongratulations to staff on the Intensive
Care Unit who have successfully
applied for a Customer Service Excellence
standard.

Jane-Marie Hamill, Clinical Nurse Lead on
the unit, says: “This award recognises the
compassion, dedication and hard work
that all staff show every day to ensure that
patients and their relatives are getting the
best care.
“I am personally extremely proud to be part
of a unit where the patient comes first. We
believe that going through the process of
applying for a Customer Service Excellence
standard was invaluable as it enables us
to celebrate what we do well but also
identifies what we need to improve on.
“My colleague Elaine Manderson and I are
extremely willing to help any other area in
the Trust that would like to apply for the
award.”

information and access, delivery and
timeliness, and quality of service.
The unit produced a portfolio of evidence
measured against each of the five criteria
and then the assessor took time during
his visit in March to interview patients,
relatives and staff to check that what
was written on paper in the portfolio was
reflected in practice.
The assessor identified strengths of the
Intensive Care Unit including:
• A holistic approach to patient care by
considering all the factors which could
improve care
• A multi-disciplinary approach to making
suggestions and taking decisions rather
than a ‘top down fait accompli’ approach
• The determination, professionalism
and loyalty to the unit of staff who are
are proud of their work and clearly put
patients and their relatives first

Mr Mike Weston, Divisional Medical
Director for Clinical Support Services, said:
“I wish to congratulate the whole Intensive
Care Unit team on this well deserved
award and I suggest that we use it as an
example to inspire other areas of the Trust
to achieve the same award.”

Areas for development identified by the
assessor included:

Since 1998 the Intensive Care Unit applied
for, achieved and retained the Charter
Mark which was a Government recognised
award for customer service.

• Developing a more user-friendly
philosophy of care by agreeing five or
six key statements and displaying these
at the entrance to the unit

Last year the Charter Mark was reviewed
and changed to the Customer Service
Excellence standard which assesses the
performance of public services in making
changes and improvements driven by
customers, patients or service users in
areas that are important to them.
The five criteria against which the Intensive
Care Unit was tested during a two-day visit
by an assessor in March included customer
insight, culture of the organisation,

Hairdressers

• Focus groups that enable ex-patients
and relatives to talk about their
experiences on the unit—these groups
help identify many improvements

• While adhering to the Trustwide
approach to handling complaints, staff
should try where possible to take greater
ownership so that aspects of timeliness,
promises and protocols are adhered to
• Celebrating and promoting success and
performance through the unit’s newly
revamped section of the Trust website
You can visit www.chelwest.nhs.uk/icu
to find out more about the work of the
Intensive Care Unit.
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May.
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